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About SIMFOTIX

SIMFOTIX is a trusted name in the executive education industry that offers

cutting-edge corporate training programs. SIMFOTIX focuses on creating value

for both learners and businesses through its varied program offerings. We, at

Simfotix, hold unique expertise in developing our programs based on the design-

learning concept that focuses on the key challenges of a learner and

organization. Engagement, relevance, and effectiveness are the hallmarks of our

learning solutions. So far, SIMFOTIX training programs are attended by over

5000 participants from over 1000 organizations operating MENAT region. Our

clients regard their training experience with us inspiring and transformative.

On the e-learning front as well, SIMFOTIX offers courses that result in serious

learning but in fun way, we adopt efficient gamification approach that is aligned

with clear learning goals that L&D teams want to see as the achieved objectives.

We also understand the ever-shifting corporate world challenges and even in

online programs, we carry our legacy of quality, relevance, and impact that’s why

our programs are conducted by learned faculty comprised of global thought-

leaders and top industry practitioners.

We also provide bespoke training solutions that are tailored and delivered in a

way that it surpasses your expectations.
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Course Overview

Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) is no more an HR issue but an enterprise vide challenge. In

organization, diversity is not just about race, religion, color, demographic, cognitive or

experiential differences but about how deep organization digs down and recognizes the

severity and tension between differences, divisions, similarities and common grounds to

repair the fault lines. Inclusion strategies can be mere eyewash without challenging the

deep roots of diversity based on quantitative and qualitative analysis. Poor D&I planning and

policies are reflected in organization’s HR function, environment, decision making, products,

services, branding and marketing which unintentionally prevents and excludes talent and

accessibility to to-be employees and customer communities.
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Course Focus Area

• Diversity –identifying fault lines in organizational structure

• The camouflage of equal opportunity without equity

• Commoditizing diversity – The corporate dilemma

• Capitalizing Demographic, Cognitive & Experiential Diversity

• Diversity Audit & Scanning Roadmap

• The veracity of inclusion – Challenges & Strategies

Training Methodology

This online training program will revolve around an interesting, simulated case study of an

organization where growth, creativity and decision making is regressing due to poor

identification and understanding of organizational diversity fault

Who Should Attend

• HR Managers / Partners

• Department Heads / Managers

• Line Managers

• IT / Tech Managers



Course Outline

Diversity – Organization Fault Lines

• Diversity – A fault in system default

• Fault Lines – Silent invisible underlying earthquakes

• Understanding diversity – scope, type & nature

• Diversity Impact – The key to rise & fall of organizations

Identifying Diversity DNA:

• The visible & invisible symptoms

• Cracks, patterns & jolts

• Structural, cultural & cognitive divides

• Impact on organization outlook, branding, products & customers

Diversity – Symptoms & Pattern

• Identification Challenges & Diagnosis

• Resource, power, and authority re-divide

• Challenges to cognitive & experiential superior class rule

• Downplaying & Gaslighting organizational core

Inclusion – Strategies & Implementation

• Inclusion – The eyewash or genuine repair of fault lines

• Redefining Principles – Equity, Equality & Inclusivity

• Revisiting privileges, good & too goods & imbalances

• Implementation parameters, audits, committees & representations
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Simulation Case Study



Our Affiliations
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Client Testimonials
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It was more interactive , more concentrating on the  practical side rather than theory.
Good Trainer | Professional and having good communications. Trainer’s attention to details is great | 
Well Managed the Training Session | Was very resourceful  | Very Good, Clear and Direct instruction and 
focus | New knowledge . The content was extremely informative and useful. | Interactive and 
informative. Smart, Collaborator and can deliver the information clearly the presenter is very well 
educated easy to explain the subject. Emirates Post Group Participants

Excellent trainer from SIMFOTIX. | I learned a lot spend very good and it helped me. | Really 
professional trainer and her sessions was clear and easy and fun. | She explained everything in a easy 
and beautiful way. | She have good ways to conveying the information to us and we don’t feeling bored . 
Mubadala Group , MDC BMS

Simfotix Trainer bear a Persuasive approach in training and the company is professional in the 
arrangement of training till end to make it a memorable experience. The In-house session and the 
follow-up session is excellent approach.   The Executive Council of Dubai 

Informative, engaging | New tools to be used for the growth for our organization | brainstorming and 
Good knowledge of the subject. Sharjah Airport Authority

The detailed Explanation & Excellent trainer by SIMFOTIX. Powerful  clear course & excellent instructor. 
Provided the necessary information perfectly. Overall, best training & course. Etihad Water & 

Electricity 

Targeted learning should be at the top of your L&D agenda. Thank you Simfotix for being an agile 
partner in our learning Journey.  Roche Middle  East.  

Excellent courses delivered by SIMFOTIX  to our team. Easy to understand trainer and well managed. I 
liked its interactive nature, and Mr Ahmed's examples of common phrases. DEWA

My team was positive and happy with the deliverables of MS Excel Training, and they think this session 
increased their knowledge and efficiency.   “Ministry of Human resources & Emiratization” 

Simfotix In-House training on MS Excel is well organized and our team learned lot of new things. We 
consider this as a value addition and meeting our objectives. Road & Transport Authority Dubai RTA.

A combination of learning and sharing through  activities and self presentations. Learning Art of Public 
Speaking  with Simfotix Training is truly a good experience. Abu Dhabi Terminals



Client Testimonials
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InHouse session was best from SIMFOTIX. The trainer is excellent, and has a good knowledge on his 
craft. DP World

Excellent Training conducted by Simfotix Professional Development. The whole day was full of fun and 
learning. Department of Economic Development, Dubai 

Since last two years My Company is working with Simfotix, and every time it is great learning 
experience. MS Excel is one of the most recommended Program with distinctive methodology and 
valuable deliverables.  ADNEC “Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre” 

The in-house training met the desired objectives for improvement in the Finance function. Group work 
throughout the two days and team presentation on various analytics put thing in the focus learning 
direction.  Good output Simfotix.  Team Imdad Group.

Easy way of transferring knowledge makes the learning more digestible. Great work Simfotix for the in-
house session.  Emirates NBD Bank

Simulation Board Game training is one of the great training course and materials. Super helpful for 
connectivity and engagement among our departments  to upscale productivity. Thank you!   Ghobash
Group 

Our team attended  MS Excel Training with Simfotix and it was never so much learning  before in this 
course. All skill levels on the course fully catered for with a very patient approach, it’s worth attending. 
DU Telecomm

Inhouse Training with Simfotix Training for Credit Transformation Program goes with a Wonderful 
learning experience  of our Credit Risk Team.  Looking forward to engage them in other upcoming 
training. Finance House Abu Dhabi

Thank you Simfotix for a comprehensive and value training to our  Saudi Arabia Finance Team. Case 
Study and exercises were the key element of this workshop. As  Learning & Development we are 
satisfied to work with them in future.  GM Learning & Development , MAF Carrefour International.

The Power Bi session was engaging and informative.  Overall program outcome is what we agreed and 
delivered to our functional departments.  We would like to do more programs with Simfotix. 
Mashreq Bank

Reference to the specific people in respective companies can be furnished on request.



Some of Our Valued Clients
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Registration Details
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Regular Fee: USD 450 Per Participant (Plus VAT)

Team Offer: Pay for 2 and register 3rd for free.

Includes: Courseware, and SIMFOTIX Certificate

For registration (s) send us your Name, Designation, Organization, and

Mobile Number to register@simfotix.com

For More Information please contact: Hiba Haneena

Mobile: +971 56 106 5106; Email: hiba@simfotix.com

mailto:register@simfotix.com
mailto:waqas@simfotix.com

